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Polish industrial output shoots up
Industrial and construction activity in October surprised positively thanks
to a recovery in the automotive sector and strong infrastructural
spending. But a slowdown in global trade should see growth moderate
towards the end of this year and into 2019
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Readings above consensus
There's been a big rise in industrial production in Poland, increasing from 2.8% to 7.4% YoY in
October. That's way above the 6.6% consensus. The Central Statistical Office pointed to a relatively
limited slowdown in seasonally adjusted data (down from 5.4% to 5% YoY). The production
backdrop indicates strong increases in export sectors, particularl in the prroduction of electrical
equipment (19.5%YoY), automotive (9.1% despite problems of this sector in Germany) and
machinery (8.1%). The second source of growth are construction related, such as metal production
(13%) or non-metallic raw materials (11.1%).
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Polish Industrial output in October, YoY
Automotive recovery, strong infrastructure spending

Higher than expected

Automotive sector performing strongly
In our view the strong reading was likely caused by a recovery of activity in Polish subcontractors
for the European automotive sector. The automotive production numbers in Germany increased
from -15.5% in August to -5.6%YoY in September, presumably as a problem with new
environmental standards for car production (WLTP) were absorbed. The second element behind
the stronger industrial and construction readings is the ongoing revival in EU projects in Poland.
Payments of EU funds are growing at the rate of 80%YoY. While construction production in
September did not show this phenomenon, public investments were probably finalised in October
before local government elections.
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Activity in the construction sector is stronger than expected - there was an increase from 16.4% to
22.4%YoY (consensus 20.9%). Growth was fuelled by a high contribution from infrastructure
investments such as civil engineering works (October dynamics equal to 25.2%YoY). The
construction of buildings surprised positively (26%YoY) – we associate the strong reading with real
estate activity.

The growth outlook
After the release of October figures, we forecast that the GDP growth in 4Q18 should decelerate
from 5.1% to around 4.5-4.7% YoY. We are still wary of the activity slowdown in Germany and
more widely in Europe. The negative pace of quarterly German GDP in 3Q18 was probably caused
by temporary slowdown in the automotive sector, especially at the beginning of 3Q18. It is
possible that before the end of the year there will be a recovery caused by overcoming problems
with environmental standards, but other data suggest that international trade is slowing strongly,
which will affect the rate of GDP in Germany and Poland in 2019.
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Disclaimer
This publication has been prepared by the Economic and Financial Analysis Division of
ING Bank N.V. ("ING") solely for information purposes without regard to any particular
user's investment objectives, financial situation, or means. ING forms part of ING
Group (being for this purpose ING Group NV and its subsidiary and affiliated companies).
The information in the publication is not an investment recommendation and it is not
investment, legal or tax advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any
financial instrument. Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that this publication
is not untrue or misleading when published, but ING does not represent that it is
accurate or complete. ING does not accept any liability for any direct, indirect or
consequential loss arising from any use of this publication. Unless otherwise stated,
any views, forecasts, or estimates are solely those of the author(s), as of the date of
the publication and are subject to change without notice.
The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different
jurisdictions and persons into whose possession this publication comes should inform
themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.
Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be
reproduced, distributed or published by any person for any purpose without the prior
express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. The producing legal entity ING Bank
N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central Bank and supervised by the European Central
Bank (ECB), the Dutch Central Bank (DNB) and the Dutch Authority for the Financial
Markets (AFM). ING Bank N.V. is incorporated in the Netherlands (Trade Register no.
33031431 Amsterdam). In the United Kingdom this information is approved and/or
communicated by ING Bank N.V., London Branch. ING Bank N.V., London Branch is
subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). ING Bank N.V.,
London branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10
Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this
report or effect transactions in any security discussed herein should contact ING
Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of
ING, and which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the
United States under applicable requirements.
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